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s|ngular: merger of 5 tech and innovative
leader companies with 20+ years of 
experience
Daedalus (NLP/BI company founded in 
1998) merged as the Data & Analytics 
Division
300+ high qualified professionals, with 
subsidiaries and teams in Spain, USA 
and Mexico
MeaningCloud LLC: US subsidiary

What is s|ngular ?



Basic, aggregated detection of mentions and sentiment is no longer enough
 Technology allows to process social 

media and other unsolicited, unstructured 
customer feedback sources and detect 
mentions, polarity

 This enables to understand the general 
view, but…

 How is each specific customer like?
Who says what?
Why do they say that?
What opportunities are out there?
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What if you could use all customer feedback and…

…Turn Strangers into Acquaintances!
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So many useful data that you can extract NOW…

Turn your customer expressions into personal data

Demographics
• Age
• Gender
• Location
• Education
• Occupation
• Family…

Psychographics 
• Opinions
• Attitudes
• Affinities
• Lifestyle…

Customer journey
• Awareness
• Consideration
• Decision
• Purchase
• Loyalty
• Advocacy…

Online surveysSocial conversations Contact center interactions
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How you can leverage all that data
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Male25-35PragmaticBrand ++

Female45-65SkepticBrand -

Female45-65Conservative Brand +

Male25-35InnovatorBrand ++

Male25-35InnovatorBrand ++

Female45-65ConservativeBrand -

Female35-45PragmaticBrand +

Male45-65SkepticBrand ++

Female45-65ConservativeBrand -

Female35-45PragmaticBrand -

Female35-45PragmaticBrand -



How you can leverage all that data
Individual Profiles Scores Signals: purchase, churn…Male25-35PragmaticBrand ++

Female45-65SkepticBrand -

Female45-65Conservative Brand +

Male25-35InnovatorBrand ++

Male25-35InnovatorBrand ++

Female45-65ConservativeBrand -

Female35-45PragmaticBrand +

Male45-65SkepticBrand ++

Female45-65ConservativeBrand -

Female35-45PragmaticBrand -

Female35-45PragmaticBrand -
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How you can leverage all that data

Aggregate Segments Personas (archetypes) Perception analysis Competitive analysis Product ideas & issues

Individual Profiles Scores Signals: purchase, churn…
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Male25-35PragmaticBrand ++

Female45-65SkepticBrand -

Female45-65Conservative Brand +

Male25-35InnovatorBrand ++

Male25-35InnovatorBrand ++

Female45-65ConservativeBrand -

Female35-45PragmaticBrand +

Male45-65SkepticBrand ++

Female45-65ConservativeBrand -

Female35-45PragmaticBrand -

Female35-45PragmaticBrand -



Why YOU should be doing this: actionable insights
 1:1 EngagementPersonalized messages and experiences throughout consumer’s journeyE.g., customer complains on Twitter  Contact him 
 Product developmentNeed identification, improvement ideasE.g., lots of customers identify issue in present product
 Market targeting and competitive positioningWho are my most promising target customers and what them?E.g., brand personality, messaging and creative
 Campaign planning and managementHow can I reach them?E.g., media selection and planning
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Customer Profiling with MeaningCloud



MeaningCloud: “Meaning as a Service”

Register and use it FREE at http://www.meaningcloud.com
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APIs services of MeaningCloud Sentiment analysis Global Aspect-based

Classification Standard models

Topic extraction Entities Concepts Dates Addresses Economic quantities Time expressions …
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Sentiment AnalysisAssign multilevel polarity to entities and other aspects, discriminate facts from opinions and detect irony Aspect Sentiment
IBM - stock N
IBM - revenue P+
Global NEU, DISAGREEMENT, OBJECTIVE, NON IRONIC
Aspect Sentiment
Excelsior Hotel - landscapes P+
Excelsior Hotel - rooms N-
Global NEU, DISAGREEMENT, SUBJECTIVE, NON IRONIC 5-level polarity (plus absence of polarity) scoring

 Aspect-based analysis
 Objective (fact) / subjective (opinion) discrimination
 Irony detection (beta)
 Customizable sentiment models
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IBM stock fell another 1.51%, while their cloud business revenue rose 60 percent in 2014.
Excelsior Hotel has the most amazing landscapes I've ever seen, but the rooms are disgusting.



Customer ProfilingUse the profile and content generated by the user to infer his demographic attributes

20% of companies say process digitization yields actionable #analyticsIs your IT team talking SMAC (#social, #mobile, #analytics, & #cloud)? Five Rules of Modern Icon Design   http://bit.ly/1y3B6i6What Twitter Can Be. http://wp.me/p2Gq8C-6E Just if they'd play nice with the ecosystem ... #socialtv #recommendationWhat your name says about your age, where you live, your politics & your job http://wapo.st/1RkqDcA 

Londoner, hooked on data science, NLP and REST.

Social posts

Social profile

Attribute Value
Person/Organization Person
Gender Male
Age 25-35
Location London
Occupation Engineer
 Person /organization
 Gender
 Age
 Location
 Occupation
Now in private beta
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Customer case:
Customer: leader in Twitter community analysis and marketing toolsProblem: process massive amounts of tweets (1,000 tweets per sec peaks)

Our Solution: based on user’s social comments and profiles, we inferred demographic profile of community members and analyzed aspect-based sentiment toward specific brandsInsights / results: data-based, actionable segments and better marketing campaigns targeting

Social profile

Social posts

Social posts

John Smith
Person
Male
35-45 yr.
London
Doctor Mary Doe

Person
Female
45-55 yr.
Berlin
PilotSocial profile

Male35-45 yearBig citiesBusiness ownerPositive brand attitude

Female45-55 yearMid-sized citiesProfessionalNegative brand attitude
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Conclusions
 Unstructured content in social media and other channels 

offers untapped possibilities to understand customers
 Text analytics technology can turns this content into 

actionable insights: profiles, signals
 MeaningCloud is the easiest, most customizable and most 

affordable way to do it
Interested? Try http://www.meaningcloud.com
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Extracting value from unstructured data with 

Voices of the 
Customer and 

of the 
Employee

Voice of the 
Citizen 

Knowledge 
Management
…

Intelligent 
Content
…

Knowledge 
Management

Intelligent 
Content
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